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Abstract

We present new seismic refraction/wide-angle-reflection data across the Altyn Tagh Range and its adjacent basins.We find that the

crustal velocity structure, and by inference, the composition of the crust changes abruptly beneath the Cherchen fault, i.e., ~100 km

north of the northern margin of the Tibetan plateau. North of the Cherchen fault, beneath the Tarim basin, a platform-type crust is

evident. In contrast, south the Cherchen fault the crust is characterized by a missing high-velocity lower-crustal layer. Our seismic

model indicates that the high topography (~3 km) of the Altyn Tagh Range is supported by a wedge-shaped region with a seismic

velocity of 7.6–7.8 km/s that we interpret as a zone of crust–mantle mix. We infer that the Altyn Tagh Range formed by crustal-scale

strike-slip motion along the North Altyn Tagh fault and northeast–southwest contraction over the range. The contraction is

accommodated by (1) crustal thickening via upper-crustal thrusting and lower-crustal flow (i.e., creep), and (2) slip-parallel (SW-

directed) underthrusting of only the lower crust and mantle of the eastern Tarim basin beneath the Altyn Tagh Range.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Northward convergence of India towards Asia since

55–65 Ma resulted in large-scale uplift of the Tibetan

plateau to an average elevation of ~5 km [1,2]. At the
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northern margin of the plateau, this convergence is

absorbed by left-lateral strike-slip motion at the rate of

4–30mm/y along the 1800-km-longAltyn Tagh fault [3–

6] that created a steep topographic slope towards the

Tarim basin to the north. Between 868E and 928E, how-
ever, the Altyn Tagh fault cuts through the plateau, with

the high elevation Altyn Tagh Range rising to the north

(Fig. 1).

There are two competing end-member models for

the Cenozoic tectonics of the Tibetan plateau. In the
etters 241 (2006) 804–814



Fig. 1. (A) Topographic map of the Tarim basin and northern margin of Tibetan plateau. Shown is the location of the 1420-km-long seismic

refraction/wide-angle-reflection profile extending from the northern margin of the Tarim basin to the eastern Qaidam basin. The circled numbers

indicate shot points 1 to 10 of the seismic profile. The box indicates the area depicted in (B). (B) Tectonic map of the target area [26]: Shown is the

section of the seismic profile and the shot points 5 to 10 (circled number) that we discuss in this paper.
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rigid plate model, convergence is accommodated by

discrete deformation along major thrusts and strike-

slip faults bounding the blocks [7–10]. In the viscous

sheet model, convergence is accommodated by crustal

thickening via plastic creep within the soft middle/

lower crust [11–17]. Diverse geologic and geophysical

studies have investigated the northern margin of the

Tibetan plateau [6,18–25]. While it is agreed that the

Tarim basin is less deformed than the Tibetan Plateau, it

is debated whether the rigid plate model or the viscous

sheet model is more appropriate for the development of

the Tarim–Tibet margin. Detailed knowledge of the

crust and uppermost mantle across this margin can

provide crucial constraints to resolve this controversy

since the end-member models imply fundamentally

different crustal structures.

Here we present the results of a 1420-km-long seis-

mic refraction/wide-angle-reflection profile that crosses

from NW to SE the northern margin of the Tarim basin,

the east-central Tarim basin, the Altyn Tagh Range, and

the northern Qaidam basin (Fig. 1A). In our interpreta-
tion, we focus on the portion of the profile across the

northern margin of the Tibetan plateau between shot

point 5 and 10 (Fig. 1B).

2. The Altyn Tagh Range

The 600-km-long rhomb-shaped Altyn Tagh Range

lies between the Tarim basin to the north and the

Qaidam basin to the south (Fig. 1) and consists of

Paleoproterozoic migmatite, gneiss, schist and Meso-

proterozoic carbonates intruded by Proterozoic Paleo-

zoic granitoids [27]. The Altyn Tagh Range is bounded

by the North Altyn Tagh fault to the north, the Jinyan

thrust to the northeast, and the Altyn Tagh strike-slip

fault to the south (Fig. 1B).

There are contrasting views about the tectonic de-

formational style of the Altyn Tagh Range. In one

interpretation, the main deformation is proposed to

consist of southward wholesale underthrusting of the

Tarim crust perpendicular to the North Altyn Tagh fault

and left-lateral strike slip along the Altyn Tagh fault
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[e.g., 20,28–31]. Alternatively, it has been proposed

that the North Altyn Tagh fault and the Altyn Tagh

fault form the northern and southern boundary of a

strike-slip duplex within which transpressional defor-

mation formed the Altyn Tagh Range [17,25]. The

structure of the Altyn Tagh fault is also controversial.

While some workers suggest that the Altyn Tagh fault

is a crustal tear fault [2,28] other workers view the fault

as a through-going lithospheric fault [20,10].

3. P-wave velocity and compositional structure

Seismic energy was generated by chemical explo-

sions of 2 t TNT carried out at 10 shot points separated

by 60–320 km (Fig. 1A). Ground motions were recorded

on 204 portable 3-component seismographs spaced at an
Fig. 2. Data and modeling example for shot point 6 (Ruoqiang): The shot

Qaidam basin (c.f. Fig. 1B). The receivers were located in the Tarim basin

offset distance from the shot point. (A) Observed record section: The vertic

filter and automatic gain control with 2-s window were applied. (B) Travel

with ) and calculated (with other marks), reduced by 6 km/s. Travel time

synthetic seismogram. (C) Ray tracing: The vertical axis indicates depth in km

phases. Vertical exaggeration 1:2.
interval of 1.5–3.0 km. Observed reduced record sec-

tions show very clear refracted and wide-angle reflected

P-wave arrivals throughout the entire profile (e.g., shot

point 6 to 9, Figs. 2A, 3A, 4A and 5A). Shot point 6 is

located north of the Altyn Tagh fault and displays clear

arrivals fromwithin the crust and from theMoho (Fig. 2).

All data are displayed without overlying traveltime

curves to avoid obscuring the arrivals. Shot point 7 is

located within the Altyn Tagh Range and shows a very

small delay time at the shot point due to the lack of

sediments (Fig. 3). Further south, shot points 8 (Fig. 4)

and 9 ( Fig. 5) are located within the Qaidam basin and

generate very clear data that include strong Moho reflec-

tions and refracted arrivals from the uppermost mantle

(Pn). The data from all record sections yielded approxi-

mately 4000 P-wave picks from the arrivals (Fig. 6B).
point (at 0 km) is located north of the North Altyn Tagh fault in the

, Altyn Tagh Range, and Qaidam basin. The horizontal axis indicates

al axis indicates travel time reduced by 6 km/s. A 1–20 Hz bandpass

time fitting: The vertical axis indicates travel time measured (marked

s of all observed phases constitute the input data for ray tracing and

. The thick lines are interfaces determined by modeling of the seismic



Fig. 3. Data and modeling example for shot point 7 (Xiaokelihu): The shot point (at 0 km) is located in the Altyn Tagh Range (c.f. Fig. 1B). The

receivers were located in the Tarim basin, Altyn Tagh Range, and Qaidam basin. The horizontal axis indicates offset distance from the shot point.

Presentation (panels A, B, C) as described in Fig. 2.
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The two-dimensional compressional-wave velocity (Vp)

structure of the crust and uppermost mantle along the

profile was determined using the interactive program

SEIS83 [32,33] which uses point-to-point ray tracing

and calculates synthetic seismograms for two-dimen-

sional Earth structures (Figs. 2–5, B and C). Ray tracing

and synthetic seismograms were calculated for every

shot point. The available traveltime and subsurface ray

coverage are shown in Fig. 6A and B. Using this proce-

dure we derived the two-dimensional velocity structure

of the crust and uppermost mantle along the profile (Fig.

6C). The resultingVpmodel is reliable in the area defined

by dense ray coverage (Fig. 6B); outside this area the

range is extrapolated. Trial-and-error tests indicate that

the resulting Vp model has an uncertainty of 3% in

regions of overlapping ray coverage.

We have used the seismic velocity structure (Fig.

6C) to estimate the composition of the crust and up-

permost mantle (Fig. 7B) using laboratory measure-
ments of seismic velocities for a wide suite of rock

types [34]. Within the crust, we identify six different

layers ranging from sedimentary to mafic rocks. Below

the crust we differentiate between a mixture of mafic

crustal and ultramafic mantle rocks (Vp=7.3–7.8 km/s),

and ultramafic mantle rocks (VpN7.8 km/s). The near-

surface layer has velocities of 4.6–5.7 km/s and is

composed of sediments and crystalline basement

rocks. The upper crust exhibits uniform velocities of

6.0–6.2 km/s indicative of a felsic composition. North

of the Cherchen fault, ~100 km north of the North

Altyn Tagh fault, seismic velocities in the middle

(Vp=6.6 km/s) and lower Tarim crust (Vp=6.9–7.25

km/s) indicate an intermediate and mafic composition,

respectively. South of the Cherchen fault, beneath the

Altyn Tagh Range and Qaidam basin, velocities de-

crease to 6.3–6.4 km/s in the middle and 6.6–6.8 km/s

in the lower crust implying a felsic and intermediate

composition, respectively.



Fig. 4. Data and modeling example for shot point 8 (Youshashan): The shot point (at 0 km) is located south of the Altyn Tagh fault in the Qaidam

basin (c.f. Fig. 1B). The receivers were located in the Tarim basin, Altyn Tagh Range, and Qaidam basin. The horizontal axis indicates offset

distance from the shot point. Key: ATR, Altyn Tagh Range; QB, Qaidam basin. Presentation (panels A, B, C) as in Fig. 2.
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Compared to various standard crustal types [34], the

Tarim basin has a platform-like crust with a clear

division into a felsic upper, intermediate middle, and

mafic (high-velocity) lower crust. However, its 48-km-

thick crust is thicker than the world-wide average of

43.5 km [34] due to a ~8 km overburden of sedimentary

rocks. In contrast to the Tarim crust, the Tibetan crust

lacks a high-velocity (z6.8 km/s) mafic lower-crustal

layer (Figs. 6C and 7B). Furthermore, the velocity-

depth structures of the crystalline crust beneath the

Altyn Tagh Range and Qaidam basin are very similar,

suggesting that they are of the same provenance. This

contradicts the interpretation that the Altyn Tagh

Range is a flake of Tarim basement thrust towards the

NNW [20,35]. Average upper-mantle Vp-velocities of

8.2 km/s beneath the Tarim and Qaidam basins are in

agreement with previous seismic studies [36]. Inversion

of shear wave and surface wave data [37] reveal high

Vs-velocities in the upper Tarim mantle, and average

to high Vs-velocities in the upper Qaidam mantle. Sur-

face heat flow is 44 mW/m2 in the Tarim basin and
56 mW/m2 in the Qaidam basin, respectively [38].

These measurements indicate that beneath the Tarim

basins the upper mantle is as cold as a continental shield.

Beneath the Qaidam basin, seismic velocities as well as

surface heat flow indicate average temperatures in the

lower crust and upper mantle. Therefore, the difference

in seismic velocities between the Tarim lower crust and

the Qaidam lower crust can be attributed to a composi-

tional change rather than a thermal perturbation.

One of the most prominent seismic arrivals is a

strong wide-angle reflection (Fig. 4A) that defines a

wedge-shaped low-velocity (7.6–7.8 km/s) region

extending to ~90 km depth beneath the Altyn Tagh

crust (Fig. 6C). We interpret these low velocities as a

mixture of mafic crustal and ultramafic mantle material

(Fig. 7B). This interpretation is also supported by iso-

static considerations. The increase in elevation from ~1

km in the Tarim basin to ~3 km in the Altyn Tagh

Range is accompanied by only a modest (5 km) in-

crease in crustal thickness (Fig 7A and B) while crustal

isostatic equilibrium requires a crustal thickening of



Fig. 5. Data and modeling example for shot point 9 (Laomangai): The shot point (at 0 km) is located south of the Altyn Tagh fault in the Qaidam

basin (c.f. Fig. 1B). The receivers were located in the Tarim basin, Altyn Tagh Range, and Qaidam basin. The horizontal axis indicates offset

distance from the shot point. Presentation (panels A, B, C) as in Fig. 2.
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~14 km. We suggest that the elevation of the Altyn

Tagh Range is supported by the low-density crust–

mantle mix. A crust–mantle mix with a density deficit

of 0.02 g/cm3 and an average thickness of 14 km could

provide the necessary buoyancy. This is in good agree-

ment with the 17.5 km average thickness of the wedge-

shaped crust–mantle mix. Beneath the Altyn Tagh

Range, our crustal model shows a thinned near-surface

layer and oroclined upper- and middle-crustal layers

which indicate pronounced uplift and erosion. Pres-

ent-day uplift rates of 3F2 mm/y restricted to the

Altyn Tagh Range [5] indicate that isostatic adjustment

is still ongoing today.

4. Tectonic deformation processes

The contact between the Tarim basin and the Altyn

Tagh Range has been hypothesized as a boundary with

southeastward whole-crustal underthrusting of the

Tarim basin, resulting in a crustal thickness of ~90

km beneath the Altyn Tagh Range [20]. Several fea-

tures in our crustal velocity structure (Fig. 6C) are
irreconcilable with this model: (1) The minor 5-km-

increase in crustal thickness between the Tarim basin

(48 km) and the Altyn Tagh Range (53 km) excludes

crustal doubling. (2) The sub-crustal low-velocity

wedge beneath the Altyn Tagh Range represents a

mixture of mafic lower crustal and ultra-mafic mantle

material, which is inconsistent with whole-crustal un-

derthrusting. (3) The distinct compositional change in

the middle crust and lower crust ~100 km north of the

Altyn Tagh Range (Fig. 7B) excludes underthrusting of

the Tarim lower crust beneath the Altyn Tagh Range in

a southeastward direction (i.e., along our seismic pro-

file). If the mixture of mafic crustal and ultra-mafic

mantle material beneath the Altyn Tagh crust were

due to SE underthrusting of the Tarim lower crust we

would expect to observe that the mafic lower crust

beneath the Tarim basin (Fig. 7B) extends into the

sub-crustal low-velocity wedge beneath the Altyn

Tagh Range. Such a structure is not evident from our

data.

We propose a new model (Fig. 8) where southwest-

ward underthrusting of a sliver of the Tarim lower crust



Fig. 6. Modeling results along the seismic refraction/wide-angle reflection profile from Baicheng (shot point 1) at the northern margin of the Tarim

basin to Da Qaidam (shot point 10) at the eastern margin of the Qaidam basin. Circled numbers indicate shot point locations 1 to 10. The bent

profile is projected onto a straight line; for profile and shot point locations see Fig. 1A. (A) Travel time fitting: Measured (marked with ) and

calculated (with other marks) travel times for shot point 1 to 10. The vertical axis indicates travel time reduced by 6 km/s. Travel times of all

observed phases constitute the input data for ray tracing and synthetic seismogram. (B) Ray tracing and effective ray coverage: The vertical axis

indicates depth in km. The thick lines represent interfaces determined by wide-angle seismic reflection data. The program accomplishes point-to-

point ray tracing and synthesis of seismograms for two-dimensional models. The results are show with the vertical exaggeration 1 :3. (C) Tectonic

setting (upper panel), and final two-dimensional P-wave (Vp) velocity structure of the crust and uppermost mantle: The thick lines are interfaces

determined by seismic wide-angle-reflection data. The region with dense ray coverage is indicated by a broken white line; outside this area

velocities are inferred due to requirements of the modeling program. The results are show with the vertical exaggeration 1 :3.
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and mantle underthrusts the Altyn Tagh Range oblique

to the North Altyn Tagh fault. This process results in

the wedge-shaped low-velocity zone beneath the Altyn

Tagh crust seen in our Vp model (Fig. 6C). The North

Altyn Tagh fault that separates the rigid Tarim basin

from the soft Altyn Tagh Range accommodates primar-

ily strike-slip motion and only minor fault-perpendicu-

lar thrusting, similar to an oblique thrust ramp, resulting

in the steep topographic slope across the North Altyn
Tagh fault (Fig. 7A). Strike-slip faulting between the

Tarim and Altyn Tagh crust explains the distinct com-

positional change in the middle and lower crust (Fig.

7B). Within the upper crust, southwest–northeast con-

vergence is compensated by thrusting in the Jinyan

thrust system resulting in the smooth topographic

slope across the Jinyan thrust (Fig. 1). Within the

lower crust, convergence is accommodated by plastic

deformation and/or lower crustal creep. Our tectonic



Fig. 7. Crustal and upper-mantle cross-section across the east-central Tarim basin, Altyn Tagh Range and Qaidam basin between shot point 5 and 10

(Fig. 1A): The bent profile is projected onto a straight line. (A) Tectonic setting (top panel) and topography (bottom panel): The major tectonic

elements, faults and thrusts that our profile crosses are indicated. (c.f., Fig. 1B). The topography is shown with a vertical exaggeration of 1 :10. (B)

Two-dimensional compositional structure: The composition of the crust and uppermost mantle is derived from the seismic velocity structure (Fig.

6C) using laboratory measurements of seismic velocities for a wide suite of rock types [1]. Within the crust, we identify six layers ranging from

sedimentary to mafic rocks. Below the crust we distinguish between a mixture of mafic crustal and ultramafic mantle rocks (7.3–7.8 km/s), and

ultramafic mantle rocks (N7.8 km/s). The results are show with the vertical exaggeration 1 :3.

Fig. 8. Schematic three-dimensional crustal section across the Tarim basin and Altyn Tagh Range illustrating the proposed deformation processes

active at the northern margin of the Tibetan plateau: Yellow corresponds to Cenozoic sediments and basement rocks. Pink shows crustal rocks with

lighter and darker colors indicating low and high P-wave velocities, respectively. Circled numbers indicate shot point locations of our seismic

survey. The crustal structure beneath the circled number A is after Wang et al. [42]. Convergence is accommodated: (1) in the upper crust by strike-

slip along the North Altyn Tagh fault and slip-parallel thrusting, (2) in the lower crust by slip-parallel (northeastward) flow (i.e., creep), and (3) in

the upper mantle by slip-parallel (southwestward) underthrusting of only the Tarim lower crust and mantle beneath the Altyn Tagh Range.
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deformation model is supported by diverse geologic

and geophysical observations which we discuss in the

following.

Strike-slip motion along the North Altyn Tagh fault

is supported by several other observations. Fault offset

features document left-lateral slip of ~120 km at the

Jianglisai reach of the North Altyn Tagh fault [25] (Fig.

1B). Southwest underthrusting of the Tarim lower crust

and mantle perpendicular to the Jinyang thrust would

amount to ~160 km which is in the same order of

magnitude as left-lateral slip along the Jianglisai reach

of the North Altyn Tagh fault. Shear wave splitting with

a fast polarization direction oriented ~N608E beneath

the Altyn Tagh Range implies creep of the crust and

mantle parallel to the North Altyn Tagh fault [23].

Our high-resolution image of the crust shows that

the crust–mantle boundary beneath the Altyn Tagh

Range and Qaidam basin is flat (Fig. 6C). Deformation

accommodated by lower crustal creep can explain a

uniformly elevated mountain range that is underlain

by a flat crust–mantle boundary [39]. A soft and vis-

cous lower crust capable of creep is supported by our

crustal model that shows an intermediate composition

of the lower Altyn Tagh and Qaidam crust at depths

where temperatures typically reach ~500 8C (Fig. 7B).

Our observations, therefore, support not just plastic

deformation but channel flow (i.e., creep in the lower

Altyn Tagh and Qaidam crust (Fig. 8). Lower-crustal

flow has been proposed as the dominant mechanism for

the formation of the eastern Tibetan Plateau [15,16].

Previous studies of the India–Asia collision zone

have reported offsets at the crust–mantle boundary be-

neath major strike-slip faults. Such offsets are thought to

be characteristic of those strike-slip faults that pass

through the lithosphere [40–42]. Based on tomographic

imaging it has been suggested that the Altyn Tagh fault

is a lithospheric-scale boundary where crustal deforma-

tion within the Altyn Tagh Range is backstopped, result-

ing in a major step at the Moho [20]. In contrast, our Vp

model shows a flat and uninterrupted crust–mantle

boundary between the Altyn Tagh Range and Qaidam

basin (Fig. 6C). This may indicate that the Altyn Tagh

fault is confined to the crust, as has been previously

suggested [18,43]. Seismic profiles and receiver func-

tions located south of our study area (i.e., on the Tibetan

plateau south of the Qaidam basin) show a crust that: (1)

contains a prominent mid-crustal low velocity zone,

which we do not identify, and (2) is 10–25 km thicker

than reported here [44,45].

Recent GPS results have suggested that the slip rate

along the Altyn Tagh fault is roughly 9 mm/yr [46,47],

significantly lower than geological estimates of 20–30
mm/yr [48]. The total shear strain rates required to

accommodate the approximately 25 mm/yr of eastward

motion of eastern Tibet with respect to the Tarim Basin,

as indicated by GPS estimates [47], significantly

exceeds the geodetically observed slip rate, and hence

shear strain rates, on the Altyn Tagh fault. This suggests

that slip is accommodated on one or more faults in

north-central Tibet, with the Kunlun fault, which re-

cently experienced a Mw=7.8 earthquake, being a

prime candidate.

5. Summary

We report results from an active-source seismic

refraction profile across the Altyn Tagh Range at the

northern margin of the Tibetan Plateau. Below a thick

(8 km) blanket of sediments, the eastern Tarim basin

has a crustal structure that is typical of stable continen-

tal platforms, with a clear division into a felsic upper,

intermediate middle and mafic (high-velocity) lower

crust. In contrast, the crust beneath the northern Tibetan

plateau lacks a high-velocity mafic lower crustal layer.

The velocity–depth structures of the Altyn Tagh Range

and the Qaidam basin are very similar, suggesting that

they are of the same provenance.

The crust of the Altyn Tagh Range is underlain by a

wedge-shaped low-velocity region that extends to a

depth of ~90 km. We interpret this low-velocity

wedge to consist of a mixture of mafic crustal and

ultramafic mantle material. The buoyancy of the low-

density wedge is sufficient to provide the elevation of

the Altyn Tagh Range.

We propose a new tectonic model for the Altyn Tagh

Range that incorporates southwestward underthrusting

of a sliver of the easternmost Tarim lower crust and

upper mantle at an oblique angle to the Altyn Tagh fault

and northeast–southwest contraction within the Altyn

Tagh Range. This geometry results in thrust faulting,

uplift, and the observed wedge-shaped region of crust–

mantle mix.

The Moho boundary beneath the Altyn Tagh Range

and Qaidam basin is flat, which suggests that this

region of active deformation is accommodated by

lower crustal plastic deformation and/or lateral flow

(i.e., creep). Furthermore, our data indicate that the

Moho is not offset beneath the Altyn Tagh fault, as

has been suggested from receiver function analysis for

the southern boundary of the Qaidam basin [40]. Our

crustal model, combined with other observations, sug-

gests that the North Altyn Tagh fault separates the rigid

platform-type crust of the Tarim basin from the soft,

deforming crust of the Tibetan plateau.
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